In ATM networks, bu ering is required to reduce cell loss and increase bandwidth utilization by the bursty tra c. Several types of tra c with di erent performance requirements on delay and loss will share bu er resources. We focus on the fully shared bu er with push-out and a randomized service priority rule. Some conservation relations are obtained which can be used to tune the parameters of the bu ering and service disciplines.
Introduction
Several kinds of tra c, consisting of streams of 53-byte cells on time-slotted channels, will share the resources of an Asynchronous Transfer Mode ATM network. Since the tra c is bursty, bu ering is required to achieve an extremely small cell loss probability and an e cient bandwidth utilization.
Di erent kinds of tra c will have di erent performance requirements from the network.
For instance, a voice call may require a small end-to-end delay delay sensitive and may tolerate signi cant cell loss 1 . A data call, however, may require an extremely small cell loss probability loss sensitive and may tolerate signi cant delay. A highly compressed, realtime video call and network signaling tra c may be both loss and delay sensitive. Finally, a casual" electronic mail message may be neither loss nor delay sensitive see 7 . Thus, the performance requirement could be speci ed by a t wo bit eld in each A TM cell's header.
Many bu ering and service strategies have been proposed in the literature to satisfy the di erent sources' requirements on loss and delay: see 6 for a survey of bu ering disciplines for loss priorities. For example, partial bu er sharing see, e.g., 8 , 3 , segregated bu ers for each tra c type, and fully shared bu ers with push-out have been proposed to handle di erent cell loss requirements. Also, alternating service between delay sensitive and delay insensitive sources 10 and randomized" service priority rules 9 have been proposed to handle di erent delay requirements. There are many engineering tradeo s among these disciplines. Work conserving disciplines requiring a fully shared bu er maximize total throughput while minimizing the aggregate cell loss rate Theorem 1 in 1 ; but, they are twice as slow as the segregated or partially shared bu er approaches because they require handling linked lists see, e.g., 5 .
We focus on the fully shared bu er with push-out and randomized service priority disciplines. In 4 , the design of service disciplines for delay and loss sensitive tra c is discussed for Poisson sources. In 9 , randomized service priority is discussed for Bernoulli sources.
Since it is anticipated that ATM tra c will be very bursty, w e assume only that the sources are ergodic in this paper. Furthermore, we assume that the bu er sources are independent but not necessarily statistically identical. We nd conservation relations for the di erent tra c streams sharing the bu er. For example, we show that the cell loss probability of one source increases, while that another source decreases, as a parameter in the service discipline decreases. Conservation relations can be used to tune the parameters of the bu ering and service disciplines. Our results in Claims 2 and 3 below are a re nement o f the conservation laws in 1 . We also generalize the results in 2 where a bu er with head-ofthe-line service priority and push-out loss priority mechanisms is discussed assuming Poisson arrivals.
In section 2, the push-out and randomized service priority disciplines are described when there are two bu er sources voice and data. In section 3, conservation relations are proved for the cell loss rates experienced by the two sources. Conclusions are drawn in section 4.
A F ully Shared Voice-Data Bu er
In this section, the operation of the fully shared bu er considered in this note is described and the objects of our analysis are de ned. The size of the bu er is B cells and the deterministic service is c cells s.
Push-out Bu ering Discipline
In this scheme, an arriving data cell is discarded only if the bu er is full and the bu er contains no voice cells. If a data cell arrives to a full bu er with voice cells, it will push out a v oice cell in the bu er; the pushed out voice cell is discarded. An arriving voice cell is discarded if the bu er is full. We assume that the server is never idle when cells are queued in the bu er.
Randomized Service Discipline
In this scheme, at the start of every service epoch an independent Bernoulli random variable 
The Objects of Subsequent Analysis
For the bu er with push-out and randomized service, we de ne the following parameters.
Let F v p v be the steady state cell loss probability for voice cells. Let l v be the steady state rate at which v oice cells arrive to full bu er and let a v be the steady state arrival rate of voice cells. We de ne the same quantities above for data cells by using the subscript d" instead of c" e.g., F d p v is the the steady state cell loss probability for data cells. We assume that the bu er is stable; i.e., c a v + a d .
Conservation Relations for the Voice-Data Bu er
We begin with an intuitively clear conservation relation involving the cell loss probabilities F v p v and F d p v de ned above. We conclude with a similar conservation relation for a state-dependent" randomized service bu er with push-out. 
Discussion and Conclusions
The conservation relations similar to those of section 3 can be found for the bu er with four tra c classes described in the introduction using the same argument.
One might w ant to consider networks with variable random length packets instead of xed length cells. Bu ers in such networks might h a ve a more complicated push-out policy than the one described above; for example, should a small data packet be allowed to push out a large voice packet? Also, are we i n terested in packet loss rates or bit loss rates the latter is probably more meaningful and is equal to the cell loss rate in ATM? Alternatively, a random service time could be due to server vacations. This generalization was pointed out by one of our reviewers.
In summary, w e h a ve found conservation relations for the cell loss probabilities of the sources of a fully shared bu er under push-out bu ering and randomized" service disciplines.
